Abstract. This paper presents a weighted posterior probability support vector machine mixed pixel unmixing method. This method not only has the nonlinear model decomposition characteristics of high precision, but also reduces the standard support vector machine calculating the amount of multi classifier, and it has strong adaptability.
Introduction
Pixel unmixing is a fundamental but important task in remote sensing data processing. Due to the limitation of spatial resolution of imaging system and complexity of land cover, one pixel in the image often contains various types of ground objects. The remote sensing image mixed pixels are therefore formed. Mixed pixel issue has become the main obstacle for remote sensing technology to develop in a quantitative manner. Regarding the issue, lots of researches have been made by domestic and foreign scholars [1] [2] . Different neural network models were developed, as well as randomly mixed model, nonlinear stepwise regression model and optimization-based search mode [3] [4] . Out of them all, support vector machine (SVM) is a new machine learning method raised by Vapnik et al [5] [6] . Since then on, people probed into SVM about its pattern recognition, machine learning, decision analysis etc [7] [8] [9] .
The principle of support vector machine
Unlike other methods such as traditional artificial neural networks, SVM makes use of structural risk minimization principle to substitute the classic empirical risk minimization principle. SVM considers difficulties of collecting large samples in real practice. In the design beginning, it's aimed at machine learning methods for processing small samples. Structural risk minimization principle ensures reliability and precision of data classification of small samples. In actual computation, the core idea is to map sample points onto high-dimensional feature space to minimize the classifying risk by constructing the optimal hyper plane of classification.
The primitive SVM method can only cope with two-class classification problem. Remote sensing data classifying belongs to the multi-class classification problem. In order to categorize remote sensing data, the two-class classification problem should be extended to support multi-class classification problem. Many algorithms were developed to extend SVM for multi-class classifying. Those algorithms have three types: one-vs-more combination mode, one-vs-one combination mode, and SVM decision tree probability model. Of them, the third type gets multi-class probability model by combining several two-class classification probability results. There have many classifier algorithms for categorizing remote sensing data. SVM has the following merits if being applied for classifying remote sensing data:
Small sample training: regarding the massiveness of remote sensing data, samples for training are far fewer than remote sensing image pixels. In terms of small samples, it's significant to acquire good classifying results. SVM takes into account the difficulty of obtaining large samples at the beginning of design. It's dedicated to studies on small sample classifiers. Therefore, it is rather fit for the classification of remote sensing data.
Ability to deal with "dimensional curse": for the classification of high/multiple spectrum remote sensing data, traditional classifier technologies based on normal distribution hypotheses generally can't reach desirable results. So it's better to choose SVM-based classifier to cope with "dimensional curse".
Support vector machine based on weighted posteriori probability
In various SVM-based algorithms, different two-class classifiers choose different samples and accordingly the distribution of samples differs from one another. In this case, it's necessary to find out the differences among those two-class SVM classifiers. SVM can solve pattern recognition problem, e.g. recognizing physical objects on the ground and after analysis defining objects pending for recognition as one land cover class. Besides, it can get the posterior probability of such pending objects belonging to one class. In the real application of SVM for remote sensing image processing, as the acquired image information is polluted by some information like noises, each sample affects differently the classification. In some cases, samples are not positively regarded as one class but longed to some class according to certain probability or membership degree. Hence it's not appropriate to represent type/class with A. Obviously; the posterior probability becomes an important measuring indicator. For all two-class SVM classifiers, to estimate the posterior probability of one sample belonging to one class is helpful to extract information of sub pixels in remote sensing images. The SVM model based on weighted posterior probability used to decompose mixed pixels of remote sensing images can decide the type of samples and simultaneously obtains posterior probability of each land cover type, ultimately fetching the information about mixed pixel components.
Experiment Design and Discussion
To further verify the evaluation experiment decomposition accuracy this study using simulated image data decomposition error. Taking the average spectral coverage type sample of each type of land as the End-member vectors, by formula (1) generates test pattern
Where, ( , ) g x y shows the mixed pixel, shows the signal to noise ratio. In the research, it's very hard to get the actual percentage of land-surveyed mixed pixels. So we used the simulation data of study regions to appraise the mixed pixel decomposition errors based on the weighted SVM. The evaluation method uses average spectrum of each class of ground object samples as EM spectral vector to form test simulation data by combination. With the simulation data, we compared decomposition results got by standard SVM mixed pixel decomposing method and the proposed one. Then we determine goodness and badness of such results in virtue of the widely adopted RMSE indicator. Set i S the percentage of some class of ground objects in simulated images and S the result after decomposition. By the following equation, we calculate errors of percentage results got respectively by the two methods and from the simulation images.
Using the root mean square error decomposition of four categories of land cover types of pixel error probability, it can be seen from table1, calculation of farmland, wasteland, water, residential pixel error rate respectively, 16.3%, 17.6%, 16.8%, is less than 18%, based on support vector machines posteriori probability weighted pixel unmixing extraction method simulation image pixel error rate is less than 0.18.
Conclusion
This paper presents weighted posterior probability support vector machine remote sensing image pixel unmixing method based on nonlinear model not only has the Advanced Science and Technology Letters Vol.83 (ISA 2015) characteristics of high precision but also reduce the decomposition using the standard SVM multi classifier when the amount of calculation, and has strong adaptability.
